Introduction
Single Sign-On (SSO) authentication [1] is an essential security technique that is widely adopted by modern Internet applications to simplify the login process and it avoids multiple authentication credentials. Owing to the flexibility and ease of use, SSO is preferred to access multiple systems using a single username and password. Security is the crucial aspect of mission-critical enterprise applications such as banking. Nowadays, online Internet banking applications are extensively used for financial transactions by individuals as well as enterprise business systems. The mission-critical process of the bank requires a complex password to strengthen the security such that it is not easy to remember. Thus, instead of managing many complex passwords, SSO allows end users to log in to multiple accounts with the help of a single login credential. SSO offers several benefits that include the simple system maintenance, and easy to remember one password instead of many. Even though SSO is advantageous to the bank, the necessary disclosure of sensitive user information to the third party makes the enterprises skeptical about the implementation of SSO-based solutions. The Single Sign-On (SSO) facilitates the user to access multiple bank accounts with the help of single login credential. Since banking systems do not disclose mission critical data to any third party, most of the banks are reluctant to implement SSO. Moreover, the existing SSO systems like Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [2] , Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), Central Authentication Service (CAS), and OAuth2 [3] are not adaptable to the bank SSO due to their design vulnerabilities [4] . Therefore, this paper proposes an OpenID Connect system for banks that aim to deploy the secure SSO protocol without disclosing any user-sensitive data to the third party. The proposed system extends the existing OpenID Connect to enhance the authentication procedure to meet the SSO requirements of the banking world.
Scope and motivation
The OpenID Connect is an SSO provider designed for the consumer-to-socialnetwork scenario and does not fulfil the strict security features enforced by mission critical enterprise business applications. The banking systems prefer secured private channel for bank transactions. The scope of the SSO implementation in banking significantly depends on the decision of regulating authority. The bank regulator emerging as an identity provider paves the way for SSO on the banking system. The SSO based banking system simplifies the user authentication and reduces the cost involved in user credential management. This work proposes Enhanced OpenID Connect (EOIDC), and the main contributions of the EOIDC are summarized as follows:
• To provide secure access to multiple bank accounts with the use of a single login credential by extending the existing OpenID Connect.
• To offer an optimal security protection of the mission critical information of the bank, the EOIDC enhances the existing OpenID Connect authorization code flow without disclosing the sensitive user information to the third party and also ensures the security of the user channel.
• To avoid the malicious transaction, the EOIDC tightens the security authorization code with a hard to guess mechanism and Security Alert Timer (SAT).
Related works
Several approaches in the past have addressed the problem of SSO in various scenarios with different techniques. SSO is widely utilized in various enterprise applications such as multi-database systems [5] . OpenID Connect is a popular and widely deployed protocol for SSO over the Web. Owing to the significance of OpenID Connect, rigorous security analysis is paramount due to the potential applications. A formal security analysis of OpenID Connect is available in [6] . It developed a generic model to formalize the properties of authentication and authorization and provides sufficient security guidelines against new attack variants. The following section divides the conventional SSO-enabling technologies and protocols regarding the applications such as consumer-to-social-network scenario and mission critical applications.
SSO Protocols for consumer-to-social-network. Kerberos is one of the commonly used key distribution protocols which provides centralized SSO environment for the network, and it helps to overcome specific threats such as hacked passwords, information leakage, and alteration of information [7] . Moreover, the Kerberos infrastructure is more complex, and it is prone to several errors that create a negative impact on security. Thus, in Kerberos, users may impersonate and steal authentication tickets through simple network based attacks. Notably, the recent approaches have tried to overcome the security breaches in Kerberos [8] . LDAP is the API to access the directory service, which secures identities of the users such as employee names, telephone numbers, and credentials and network devices. Although the LDAP presented by Microsoft enables true SSO, it is applicable only in Windows environments [9] . The SAML provides a standard for exchanging the authentication and authorization data. The SAML uses the eXtended Markup Language (XML) based WS communication, and it allows a remote, unauthenticated attacker to craft specially formed messages. The arbitrary content that is crafted is known as an XML Signature Wrapping attack (XSW) [10] . To detect and overcome this attack, the detection techniques are grouped into three categories such as the policy-based approaches, the inline approaches, and the string-based approaches.
The WS policy-based approaches prevent the XML Rewriting attacks through forcing the position of the signed element in policy files. An advisor policy tool in [11] creates security policies for the WS protocols, but it is not directly applicable to SAML. WS-Security is widely accepted with its standards XML-Encryption and XML-Signature to provide security of SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) based web services [12] . The inline approach considers the structure of the SOAP message, and it includes the new header element called SOAP account which assists in identifying the XML rewriting attack [13] . However, the inline approach fails to address all types of XML Rewriting Attack [14] . The RewritingHealer approach extends the inline approach by considering new characteristics of the SOAP message. This extended approach improves the security in XML wrapping attack, but it is unable to completely stop the attack [15] . The string-based approach in [16] employs the effectiveness of the XPath mechanism to resist the XSW attacks in the SOAP context. However, it allows to perform the XSW attacks against the XPath referenced resources successfully [17] . OpenID Connect is a decentralized SSO web protocol that is built on top of the OAuth 2.0 protocol. It enables the client WS to rely on verification of access permission by an OIDP to authenticate an end user [18] . OpenID Connect is the child of OpenID, and it combines both OpenID and OAuth 2.0. The OpenID is a complex protocol and specified in a community standard document [19] . OAuth (stands for Open Authorization) is a web SSO, which is a reference architecture, intended for authorization purpose, and does not facilitate user authentication. The OAuth 2.0 improves the security performance of OAuth 1.0 by including new authorization features [20] . The OAuth2 offers authorization only, whereas an OpenID Connect also offers authentication.
The characteristics of OpenID standard and its applications are discussed in [21] . The OpenID is found to be vulnerable to several attacks [22] . A novel framework improves the OpenID security using the One-Time Password (OTP) to overcome the Replay attack in SSO [23] . The benefits of OpenID Connect protocol are analyzed to apply the mechanism on the Web of Things (WoT) context for providing user authentication. The developed model is incorporated into the infrastructure that allows access to physical devices on the Web through an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB). In this context, the MultiAuth-WoT service and the provider of OpenID Connect establish communication for authentication purpose [24] . The new OpenID Connect protocol is described, and its design features such as Discovery and the Dynamic Registration extensions are analyzed in [25] . The extensions are still vulnerable to malicious attacks. A Fault-tolerant WS framework (FT-SOAP) is introduced in [26] that protect the SOAP messages using four components such as Replication Management (RM), membership management Fault Detector, Fault Notifier, and Logging/Recovery mechanism. A distributed hierarchical multi-agent architecture is developed to block malicious SOAP messages that assist in preventing the XML wrapping and Denial of Service attack [27] . The work in [28] has performed in-depth analysis of various SAML frameworks and discussed the vulnerabilities in XML Signature Wrapping (XSW). The analysis reveals that the security implications behind SAML and XML Signature are not clear yet. Moreover, the SAML framework is hard to scale on the Web. The real-world implementations of OpenID Connect is vulnerable to Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) attacks and a mitigation technique is proposed in [29] .
Mission Critical Applications. A Multi-Layered Framework is proposed in [30] that implements two-factor authentication and SSO together. The SSO protocols assure the federated identity credentials, which is utilized to access several services without re-authenticating the servers. These protocols have been widely deployed in banking Interoperability services online [31] . The paper [32] exploits the SAML for e-banking account login with single login credentials. Compared to the social network, the implementation of SSO on banking services is critical due to the stringent security requirements. The digital signature is essential in SSO protocol to ensure whether the sender has the possession of the login credentials for a bank account. In addition to the SAML, there are several SSO protocols to balance security and privacy [33] . The papers [34] , [35] propose a solution to integrate and evaluate the core banking system with SSO. Moreover, the existing approaches such as Kerberos and LDAP are not suitable for the SSO applications. Though the SAML is a highly flexible and extensible framework, it is not scalable for the web. The OpenID Connect is a new RESTful model based on SAML with the desired changes according to REST Architecture. Hence, the proposed system adopts the existing OpenID Connect to deploy a secure SSO protocol for banking systems.
Proposed methodology
Password synchronization is a widely used solution to access multiple social networking accounts with one password. Despite the social network, the implementation of SSO on banking services is critical. The future Internet banking aims at providing a single identity provider that supports the transactions on multiple bank accounts. Strengthening the security of SSO is crucial to extend the usage of password synchronization from social network to mission critical applications. To solve these issues, this work proposes the EOIDC. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed EOIDC protocol. There are three basic components used in the functions of EOIDC such as Bank Service Interface (BSI), Server System (SS), and Centralized Authentication Provider (CAP). The BSI connects the bank users with their accounts to access multiple banks online. To secure login, a bank user has to authenticate with the CAP system to access the banking service. The SS acts as a service provider that maintains the customer transaction information and enables the secure transactions with two-factor authentication such as One Time Password (OTP) and a transaction password. 
Enhanced OpenID connect operations
The proposed EOIDC is a distributed protocol to authenticate the bank users and allow them to access the online services, irrespective of the bank. To use the EOIDC services, a bank user has to be registered as an EOIDC user in SS holding any one of their bank accounts. During the registration process, the CAP assigns a common user id and secret information to the EOIDC user, and later the CAP utilizes that information to authenticate the user for accessing online banking services. The EOIDC user requests for a login and sends the request by providing the IP address via BSI. Also, the EOIDC includes an automated CAPTCHA during the login process, before receiving online services. This CAPTCHA is to ensure that the user is a human being as well as to strengthen the security of the EOIDC that exploits both IP address and CAPTCHA as encryption keys in double encryption technique. The SS redirects the user request to the identity provider, and the user authenticates by providing the user id and secret information received during registration. Fig. 2 illustrates the communication between the user, SS, and CAP that typifies secure online services.
Connecting user to the Identity provider via SS
The SS has genuine single login information for the customers to access their multiple bank accounts online. As the EOIDC credentials are maintained by CAP, the SS has to redirect the request to CAP for authentication. Once authentication completes, the CAP redirects the request to the corresponding bank through BSI. However, the token encapsulates the bank authentication details but has no inherent protection against modification. Consequently, the EOIDC decides to send the bank authentication details in tokens which reside in the context of the authorization code and such residing token ensures secure transmission well in advance. Algorithm 1 illustrates an authorization code that covers the message using double encryption scheme. Through the encryption scheme, SS receives and validates the code integrity by generating the code with the same IP address and CAPTCHA information. After validation, the SS requests the CAP for the generated ID and Access Token through the double encryption scheme. When the user channel guarantees the security of authorization code, CAP sends the token to the user with the authorization code via BSI. The steps involved in connecting the user to the identity provider are as follows:
Step 1. User (U) clicks on a BSI login button adding the CAPTCHA string, and the User Agent (UA) in the SS sends the login HTTP request to a CAP.
Step 2. A SS connects to the CAP. The CAP confirms the receipt of EOIDC credentials from the user.
Step 3. The CAP requests the user for entering the credential information and accessing online services.
Steps 4 & 5. CAP receives the user credentials to authenticate the user.
Steps 6 & 7.
For an authenticated user, CAP generates an authorization code AC which resides within the double encryption and redirects UA to SS via a BSI.
Steps 8 & 9. SS computes the authorization code, then, both the CAP and SS mutually validate the received authorization code to ensure that signed code is received from the communication channel without modification.
Step 10. If the CAP considers the received authorization code to be valid, then the CAP generates an ID token IDT and Access token ACT with a random and unique ID number, and sends that information to the SS via a secured direct communication.
Step 11. SS lists the banks in the ACT via BSI, and the user selects required bank for accessing online services.
Steps 12 & 13. User signs out from both the bank and EOIDC service. To strengthen the process, the EOIDC adds security constraints in the authentication and authorization flows among the components. As similar to Open ID Connect, the proposed EOIDC is also implemented on the top of REpresentational State Transfer (REST) protocol. This protocol provides interoperability between CAP and SS on the Internet. Under the REST model, performing an appropriate validation and authorization is crucial to accept the user request on a communication channel. Hence, the proposed system establishes the SSL/TLS communication channel between the user and CAP which secures the user credential during authentication and authorization.
Secure interoperability between systems
Interoperability is a most crucial factor for both the authentication and authorization process. It avoids an adversarial user to login to the CAP and always ensures the login of the honest user. It prevents an adversary to track the information of the honest user or to interrupt the services of the legitimate user. During authentication, the SS redirects the user request to CAP, and it opens the login dialog page. After BSI loads the login page from CAP, it passes the Credential Information (CI) such as user id and secret from UA as found under the session key. It creates a signature using the session key and avoids adversaries from learning the CI; the BSI encrypts the CI using CIkey, as shown in the next equation (1) CI = encry{sig(User-ID & User-Secret (Cs))key}Cikey. Adversary users are unable to predict the correct key due to the characteristics of the SSL / TLS channel. The CAP authenticates the users and deals with the service provider, and at the same time, SS deals with the verified user for providing the online services.
Also, the proposed system includes the State Parameter SP with the authentication request [36] . The state variable must be unique such that it is hard to guess by an attacker. This variable must match with the authentication response returned by the CAP to ensure that the user is legitimate. The EOIDC employs a highquality random-number generator to create a string of 30 characters as state parameter, which is hard for an attacker to calculate or guess. During authorization, the CAP issues the ID and Access token to the authenticated EOIDC-enabled bank users. Thus, the EOIDC designs the authorization code hard enough to guess for the attackers. Instead of generating a plain random string, the proposed system employs the IP address of the user and the captured CAPTCHA string at a BSI to create an authorization code. The CAP generates the authorization code as per the procedure explained in the algorithm 1 and sends it to the SS. The authorization code generating algorithm hashes the IP address with SHA-256 and then encodes the hash value with the CIkey as well as base64url to tighten the security of the code. This process ensures the secure interoperability between the servers online. 
Convert a[i] integer value to individual digit and store in b[i], c[i], d[i], and e[i].
Step
Encrypt the IP Address Replace the individual digits of b[i], c[i], d[i], and e[i] with equal alphabets. Shift the alphabets by CAP position. POS = b[i]+CAP; c[i]+CAP; d[i]+CAP; e[i]+CAP; Replace the alphabets of b[i], c[i], d[i], and e[i] with equal numerical value.
EIP= {Encrypt -Hash( IP address)}.
Step 4. Added Security Auth_Code = BASE64URL-ENCODE(SHA256(ASCII(EIP)));
Secure user transaction
To initiate the secure user transaction online, the SS must receive the response for a token from the identity provider. The EOIDC redirects the user to the SS with the ID and Access Token. The SS responds to the user on verifying the ID and possibly the access token and subsequently provides the online services to the corresponding user.
With the authorized access token, the CAP lists out the bank accounts to the user via BSI. It enables the users to call a particular bank web service and perform online banking transactions. The EOIDC protocol is built on the top of OAuth by adding an ID and Access Token. The ID token is a security token which includes the claim about the identity of a user by a CAP to prove the identity of a user to SS. According to OAuth, the ID token data structure is JSON Web Token (JWT). The CAP signs the token using JSON Web Signature (JWS) to provide authenticity as well as integrity to the tokens. A signed token includes a header that has the information about using a cryptographic algorithm; the body which includes the information required to authenticate the user and a signature that ensures the authenticity and integrity of the token. The identity of the user. The identity of the user includes issuer and subject. The issuer field such as CAP or the EOIDC provider is mandatory, for instance, https://www.rbi.org.in/. The subject is also a mandatory field which represents the identity of the EOIDC user. The subject of an EOIDC user is unique and never resigned by the EOIDC, for instance, alice@EOIDCProvider.com.
Time-Stamps and freshness. The fields of timestamp and expiry define the lifetime of the token. The lifetime is determined between the token creation and expiration of the token. The number used ONCE (NONCE) is a string value randomly chosen by the SS in the authentication request.
Security Alert Timer. The EOIDC enables the Security Alert Timer (SAT) at the SS side to prevent the redirection of the user to the malicious service. Moreover, the EOIDC enables the timer with the starting and ending time while the authorization request is transferred between the SS and CAP, and it gets enabled while the user requests for the service to the SS. Within the specified end time, if the user fails to redirect through the CAP, the EOIDC assumes that a malicious user has redirected an authenticated user. Hence, the BSI sends the alert message to the CAP, and it informs about the redirected attack to the user.
Another aspect considered in the EOIDC is the two-factor authentication during the transaction. One is the OTP, and the other one is the transaction password, given by the corresponding bank. As a result, the EOIDC facilitates the users from memorizing dozens of unique user ids and passwords and enables access to multiple bank accounts under a single login. However, the transaction password asked at the time of the transaction is separate for each bank. These entities along with the EOIDC protocol have the potential to provide secure multi-bank online transactions in a malicious environment.
Enhanced OpenID connect analysis and attacks evaluation
The security protocol implementations have to be rigorously verified before they are applied in the real-time for protecting the user credentials, sensitive data, and protected resources. To analyze the proposed EOIDC, this section models three attacks which exist in different parts of the EOIDC protocol. They are summarized below:
Impersonation. An impersonation attack is launched by sending login credentials of the legitimate user to the CAP through an attacker-controlled useragent in BSI. The stealing of credential is possible if an attacker steals a copy of the credentials of legitimate EOIDC users or when credentials are not limited to one-time use. Lack of verification results in the response being sent to the same IP address from where the authorization request had been issued. The impersonation attack is explained as follows.
1) To impersonate a legitimate EOIDC user EOIDCU i with the identity IDi for accessing service provider SS, an attacker EOIDCA i first sends Ui request message as EOIDCU i makes it.
2) Upon receiving message Ui from EOIDCA i , CAP verifies the signature and requests the credentials to validate the EOIDCU i (User-ID & Cs). Then, the attacker EOIDCA i ensures whether User-ID & Cs exists. If not, EOIDCA i chooses an another time to launch the attack. Otherwise, it follows the next step.
3) If the hash (IP address), as well as CAPTCHA entered by the legitimate EOIDCU i , are known by EOIDCA i , EOIDCA i can procure the cryptography key using encry{sig(User-ID & Cs)key}CIkey.
Eavesdropping. By sniffing both the private key and encrypted communication between the CAP and SS via BSI, the eavesdroppers get the ID and Access Token. Using the log analyzer, the eavesdroppers are able to trace the ID and access token from its origin and overhear if the token is passed between the BSI and CAP during any subsequent communication. The SSL/TLS provides end-to-end protection. However, it is commonly used to mitigate the attacks that manipulate the traffic. The SSL imposes in such a way that the web contents are not cached, resulting in undesired side-effects such as browser warnings due to the combination of HTTPS and HTTP contents. Due to these complications, notably the websites used SSL only on login pages, but not in entire communication.
Force-Login. Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) forces a legitimate EOIDC user to load a browser page with the malicious request and disrupts the legitimate user session. The attack also constructs the URL in a HTML construct such as img arc=bank.com/txn?To=evil. It forces the browser to issue an adversary request automatically. Even though it is an adversary request, it originates from the legitimate browser, and so the adversary request cannot be differentiated from the legitimate user request. An attacker EOIDCA i forces a browser to contact the SS by faking the CAP.
Req →CAP EOIDCA i : User-ID -GET password ? TARGET=target . . . (EOIDCU i ) CAP: Checks the request.
Security constraints and validation in EOIDC
Three separate claims prove the authentication property of the EOIDC: (1) not learning the secrets of EOIDC User, (2) EOIDC Authentication, and (3) not observing the authorization code.
Claim 1. User credential transmission against Eavesdropping and Impersonation
Initially, the service provider SS registers with the identity provider CAP and acquires the user ID and Cs which are only known to CAP. The user credentials are transmitted in the HTTPS message via BSI while redirecting the user to the CAP. With the secured HTTPS, the request transmission is performed on the SSL/TLS communication channel. Hence, only the intended receiver CAP reads the outgoing HTTP POST requests. Other than the HTTP POST request, the messages do not include the user secrets as well as CAP data structures. Thus, the EOIDC ensures that the secret of the User (User-ID, Cs) is not disclosed or overheard by the attacker. Also, the BSI Cid and Cs avoid the type of phishing attack that is an impersonation attack of malicious service acting as a legitimate SS to gain the user credentials.
Validation. In the first protocol step, the User Agent UA establishes contact with BSI S 1) UA  S IST_URL (HTTPS Request); 2) S  Accept the Request; S  U {CAPTCHA} UA connects to the inter-site transfer URL (IST_URL) of SS and SS accepts the request and enforces the User U to enter the CAPTCHA string. The initial step has no vulnerabilities as it does not have any user credential.
Claim 2. EOIDC authentication against Impersonation
The CAP acquires the user credential from an end user via the UA and SS authenticates its end user with the CAP. However, sending a clear-text password creates the vulnerability as the same password in the clear text interaction is re-used in other interactions. The EOIDC overcomes this security issue by encrypting the user credential by applying the Algorithm 1.
Validation. After a successful login of U, CAP generates Authentication request Auth_req with the required parameters.
3) S C Auth_Req (PS, Cid, Cs, Ip_addr, CAPTCHA, RU, SP) IST_URL CAP generates Auth_Req and sends it to the user via BSI. Malicious service is likely to access the Cid, Cs to act as a legitimate user. The HTTPS is a secured channel that does not allow an attacker to access these secrets. However, the C must examine the Cid and Cs before accepting the request which secures the EOIDC against the phishing attack. After a successful validation of Auth_Req, the C presents the login form and acquires the user login credential. 4) C  U {Login Form}; 5) U  C {User Login Credential} using encrypted Ip_addr and CAPTCHA The malicious user may show interest towards acquiring a user credential for impersonating as a legitimate user. Therefore, the EOIDC forwards the user credential with the encrypted Ip_addr and CAPTCHA.
Claim 3. Authorization code against force login
The valid end user credential triggers the creation of the authorization code (Auth_Code = BASE64URL-ENCODE(SHA256(ASCII(EIP)))) which is created for a particular user IP address and CAPTCHA. The authorization code generating algorithm encrypts the IP address using the CAPTCHA string. Moreover, to tighten the security of the code, the proposed system hashes the encrypted IP address with SHA-256, and acquires the leftmost 128 bits and encodes them with base64url. Thus, the attacker is prevented from simply reading the authorization code to impersonate the authenticated user. Moreover, even if an attacker obtains Auth_Code, it is not possible to gain the access from CAP, as the Auth_Code validation time is very short. Further, the Auth_Code does not originate from any malicious party or an attackercontrolled origin in the honest browser as the attacker does not know the key terms needed for generating the code.
Validation. In EOIDC, CAP redirects the U to SS with the Authorization Code Auth_Code.
6) CAP U to SS via UA {Auth_Code, SP} SS_RU; On successful validation of a user credential, CAP generates an Auth_Code and redirects the U with Auth_Code to SS.
With the integrity maintained Auth_Code, the U can acquire the IDT and ACT from CAP; the malicious user may attempt to access the Auth_Code by modifying the value of SS_RU. The system modifies the SS_RU value to evaluate the Redirection vulnerability of EOIDC. However, the expired SAT indicates that the Auth_Code is in the hands of malicious users before the legitimate user access the malicious service. Furthermore, to evaluate the EOIDC against the Replay attack, the Auth_Code is accessed and replayed to gain the ID and Access Token from the CAP. However, due to the one-time validation and short time validity of the authorization code, the attacker fails to avail the service. Followed by the successful authorization code verification, the CAP generates and forwards ID and Access Tokens. 7) CAP SS{Auth_Code}IST_URL; 8) SS CAP {JWT(IDT, ACT)}SS_RU; With the integrity maintained Auth_Code, the SS obtains the JWT represented IDT and ACT from the CAP. As the secured IDT and ACT is exchanged between the CAP and SS uses the direct communication channel, an attacker is not able to access or read out the token values. With the valid IDT and ACT, the user can gain the service from the BSI. From the ACT, the BSI learns the list of banks wherein the user maintains the accounts and the bank user can directly login to the particular online services.
Experimental evaluation
This study compares the performance of the EOIDC with the conventional OpenID Connect protocol [16] to illustrate the security enhancement.
Experimental setup
EOIDC extends the OpenID Connect protocol using the MitreId Connect, which is an Open source Java implementation of OpenID Connect. The Mitre Corporation has developed it and is maintained by MIT-KIT. The Logging package in Tomcat called JULI captures all HTTP(s) traffic. The designed attack evaluation procedure is followed to examine the captured Log file to determine whether the attacks exist or not. The Log file generated by Logging package JULI is considered as the DataSet to evaluate the performance of EOIDC as the attack possibilities of EOIDC are identifiable using these Logs only.
Performance metrics
The strength of the system proposed against the attacks is measured by various metrics such as Defense Strength, (Detection Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Specificity), and Delay in detection. The proposed system either detects and responds to the attacks or misses it. The authorization code has the vulnerability for both the Replay and Redirect attacks. Fig. 3 shows the performance of the EOIDC in terms of detection accuracy by increasing the number of requests from 1000 up to 5000. The accuracy detection value of both the Replay and Redirect attacks have a moderate variation while increasing the number of requests. It is observed that the accuracy detection value of Replay attack is 99.9% when the number of requests is 1000, and the detection accuracy drops to 99.72% when the number of requests is 5000. Similarly, the detection accuracy of Redirection attack falls from 99.8 up to 99.54% while increasing the request from 1000 to 5000. Though the EOIDC effectively identifies both the attacks with the security enhanced authorization code and the SAT, there is a possibility of losing the alert message due to the network congestion. Thus, there is a fall in detection accuracy. B) Sensitivity and specificity Fig. 4a and b shows the defence strength of the EOIDC in terms of sensitivity and specificity by increasing the number of requests. The sensitivity denotes the ratio of true positives, and the specificity, the ratio of true negatives. As shown in Fig. 4a , the sensitivity value of Replay attack is 100% as in the EOIDC security mechanism the False Negative condition never occurs. However, the specificity value has moderate variation while increasing the number of requests. As shown in figure 4a , when the number of requests is 1000, the system has 99.7% of sensitivity, and it becomes 99.2% while the number of requests increases to 5000. Since the EOIDC effectively resists the replay attack due to the network congestion, the authorization code is likely to reach its expiration time, but the system assumes that the code is hacked by a malicious user, thus resulting in reduced specificity value. Similarly, Redirection attack sensitivity and specificity values also give a negative impact due to the network conjunction. As shown in figure 4b , when the no. of requests is at 1000, the system has 90% of sensitivity and 99.8% of specificity, and when the number of requests increases to 5000, the sensitivity and specificity of the system drops by 83%, and 99.6%, respectively. 5 shows the performance impact of CAPTCHA in EOIDC in terms of detection accuracy and delay in detection. From Fig. 5 , it is observed that the delay in detection increases linearly when escalating the number of requests. When the number of requests is at 3000, the delay in detection in the proposed EOIDC is 2.82 ms, and in the existing system, it is 2.40 ms only. It is because the proposed system has included more security on the authorization code. The detection accuracy of the EOIDC is compared with the existing OpenID Connect protocol [16] . As shown in Fig. 6 , the detection accuracy of both the existing OpenID Connect and the proposed EOIDC decreases when increasing the number of requests. While the number of requests is at 3000, the EOIDC achieves 98% of accuracy, and at 5000 requests, the detection accuracy decreases to 97%. However, the proposed EOIDC achieves better detection accuracy than the OpenID Connect protocol as it restricts the possible attacks in the OpenID Connect protocol with the enhanced authorization flow.
Impact of No of requests

Conclusion
This paper proposes OpenID Connect system for the mission critical enterprise applications. The proposed system enhances the existing OpenID Connect authorization code flow, which avoids the disclosing of sensitive user data to the third party and also ensures the user channel security. Moreover, the proposed EOIDC tightens the security mechanism with the support of SAT to prevent impersonation, eavesdropping, and force login attack. Finally, on formal analysis, the security validation demonstrates the protection features of EOIDC. The experimental results show that the EOIDC system successfully provides the secure SSO protocol and significantly enhances the security aspects of the existing OpenID Connect.
